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   5:08

2. Fu Mon (1987)................................................................. Hiroshi Hoshina (b. 1938)
   5:35

3. East Coast Pictures (2003).................................................. Nigel Hess (b. 1953)
   I. Shelter Island
   II. The Catskills
   III. New York
   16:23

University of Washington Campus Band
Doug Morin, Lauren Hepburn, & Ross Venneberg, Conductors

6. Autobahn (2008)............................................................... Ryan George (b. 1978)
   2:47

7. Elegy for a Young American (1964)................................. Ronald Lo Presti (1933-1985)
   6:30

   4:40

   7:52

Program Notes:

Pierre Leemans served in the Belgian army during World War I, and was asked by his regimental commander to write a march. He began the march, but it was never finished. Later, near the end of World War II, he was asked by a group for Belgian paratroopers to compose a march, and remembering his earlier theme, he did, the result being this very popular march. Since that time, bands throughout the world continue to program March of Belgian Parachutists.
been on the podium with the Boston Pops, The Cleveland Orchestra and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at Ravinia. A native of Ohio, Mr. Reineke is a graduate of Miami University in Ohio, where he earned bachelor of music degrees with honors in both trumpet performance and music composition and currently resides in New York City.

**K2**, also known as "The Savage Mountain," sits on the border between Pakistan and China. It is the second highest peak in the world with a peak elevation of 28,251 feet. Thomas Montgomerie named the peak using the Great Trigonometric Survey. The policy was to use local names whenever possible. However, K2 had no local name due to its remote location and continues to be known today by its surveyors mark. K2 is so severe a peak, many feel the name is appropriate. The greatest challenge of ascending K2 is the extreme high altitude. There is only one-third as much oxygen as there is at sea level. The second greatest challenge is the climate. Due to the severity of its terrain, K2 gives little to no shelter from its many storms which can blow up with little to no warning.

**Julie Giroux** was inspired by all the wonder, grandeur, starkness, and emotions created by the Savage Mountain. At times the listener will view the mountain from a distance, at times close up, and at times will feel the loneliness of being on an alien landscape.

---

**University of Washington Concert Band**

**Flute**
Melody Chou, Jr., MCD Biology, Taiwan  
Lyssa Fukuhara, Sr., Early Childhood & Family Studies, Silverdale  
Christine Haensli, So., Psychology, Boise, ID  
Drew Harmon, Fr., Environmental Science, White Salmon  
Amy Hsieh, Sr., Biochemistry, Taiwan  
Sarah Iedemoto, Sr., Mechanical Engineering, Newcastle  
Ali Jackson, Community Member, Seattle  
Charles Lin, Jr., Biology and Biochemistry, Carlsbad, CA  
Andrew Luo, Jr., Computer Science/ Bioengineering, Redmond  
Abbey Moore, So., Statistics, Evanston, IL  
Shi Ya Ni, Community Member, La Porte, IN  
Jenny (Chen) Peng, Fr., Undeclared, Taiwan  
Anne Pham, Fr., Computer Science, Bellevue  
Marie Trudel, Jr., Biology, Vashon Island  
Hannah Werbel, Jr., Computer Science, Sammamish  
Brent Woo, Grad., Linguistics, Los Angeles, CA  
Julia Zmuda, Fr., Environmental Engineering, Bellevue

**Oboe**
Sophie Beck, Jr., Painting and Drawing/ Psychology, Seattle  
Stacy Schulze, Community Member, Richmond, TX

**Bassoon**
Will Harvey, Community Member, Seattle  
Samuel Olive, Community Member, Puyallup

**Clarinet**
Patricia Au, Sr., Informatics, Honolulu, HI  
Rachel Kisel, Fr., Undeclared, Snohomish  
Carly Larson, Fr., Art, Bellevue  
Xavaar Quaranto, So., Biology, Eatonville  
Christopher Sears, Fr., Undeclared, Seattle  
Jessica Shattuck, Fr., Undeclared, Snohomish  
Shota Shimizu, Fr., Computer Science, Bellevue  
Andrea Sisco, Community Member, Baldwin, NY  
Nicholas Wedler, Sr., Psychology, Snohomish  
Kiana Wong, So., Undeclared, Renton  
Michelle You, Jr., Philosophy, Mercer Island

**Bass Clarinet**
Jessica Gears, Community Member, Seattle

**Alto Saxophone**
Tova Beck, So., Architecture, Gig Harbor  
Darra Bunkasem, Jr., Undeclared, Kent  
Daniel Kim, Fr., Engineering, Snohomish  
Connor Kubo, Sr., Biology, Fullerton, CA  
Dave Lin, Fr., Undeclared, Taipei, Taiwan  
Shota Shimizu, Fr., Computer Science, Bellevue  
Kyle Walker, Sr., Biology, Mercer Island  
Peter Zambetti, Ph.D., Psychology, Seattle

**Tenor Saxophone**
Cheryl Harmon, Sr., Business Administration, Kirkland
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**Oboe**
Sophie Beck, Jr., Painting and Drawing/Psychology, Seattle
Stacy Schulze, Community Member, Richmond, TX

**Bassoon**
Will Harvey, Community Member, Seattle
Samuel Olive, Community Member, Puyallup

**Tenor Saxophone**
Cheryl Harmon, Sr., Business Administration, Kirkland
Baritone Saxophone
Robert Karren, Sr., Mechanical Engineering, Kingston

Trumpet
Anthony Asencio, Sr., CMD Biology, Bremerton
Jessica Calderon, Sr., Math, Seattle
Spencer Kubo, So., Aquatic & Fishery Sciences, Fullerton, CA
Matthew Lockwood, So., Pre-Engineering, Sammamish
Danielle Long, So., Biochemistry, Anacortes
Anna Schmitz, So., HCDE, Boise, Idaho
Simon van Tulder, Sr., Chemical & Bioresource Science Engineering, Burien
Eric Wei, Jr., Informatics, Vancouver, Canada
Jason Wilkie, So., Mechanical Engineering, Edmonds

French Horn
Blair Baylor, Fr., Political Science, Snohomish
Connor Dederich, Fr., Undeclared, Seattle
Natalie Husmann, Community Member, Seattle
Karen Mildes, Community Member, Bothell
Douglas Pham, Sr., Applied Physics, Kennewick
Jess Quinn, Fr., Undeclared, Spokane

Trombone
So Chang, Sr., Biology, Bucheon, South Korea
Michael Dinh, So., Biochemistry, Mukilteo
Zachary Dunkelburg, Fr., Math, Seattle
Henry Garman, Sr., Mechanical Engineering, Stanwood
Nyles Green, Jr., CEP, Portland, OR
Katie Laskey, Community Member, Princeton, NJ
Christopher Syers, Community Member, Marlborough, MA

Euphonium
Angela Chin, Community Member, San Francisco, CA
Katy Christensen, Grad., Oceanography, Flagstaff, AZ
Douglas Do, Sr., Public Health, Vancouver
Adam Heinricy, Community Member, Sumner
Ken Kida, Community Member, Issaquah
Michelle Taam, Jr., Psychology, Sammamish

Tuba
Joleen Lawson, Fr., Mechanical Engineering, Redmond
William Piper, Community Member, Bakersfield, CA
Diane Stephani, Community Member, La Porte, IN
Keanu Vestil, So., Mathematics, Orange County, CA

String Bass
Mariah Jones, So., Jazz Studies, Vancouver

Percussion
William Dodson, Jr., HCDE, Bridgeport
Sean Mahoney, Jr., Applied Computing, Bellevue
Dylan Majewski, So., Civil Engineering, Mercer Island
Daniel Miranda, Sr., Biology, Shoreline
Conor Montgomery, Fr., Undeclared, Ellensburg
Emi Nakashima, Fr., Biochemistry, Edmonds
Sarah Nishikawa, Sr., Linguistics, Sunnyvale
Sarah (Hayden) Yap, Psychology/American Music Studies, Newbury Park, CA

University of Washington Campus Band

Flute
Dustine Bowker, B.A. Law Societies & Justice and B.S. Political Science, Seattle
Brian Chan, B.S. ESRM, Hockinson
Leslie Fisher, B.A. English, Kirkland
Jasmine Graham, B.S. Bioengineering, Mukilteo
Michiko Hunter, B.S. Japanese Linguistics, Portland, OR
Jenni Logue, B.S. Biology, El Dorado Hills, CA
Emily Nee, B.A. Psychology, Hendersonville, NV
Nicole Pasia, B.A. Journalism, Kent

Oboe
Luísa Isabel Bonnin, B.S. Materials Science and Engineering, Kabankalan City, Philippines
Hannah Wright, B.S. Nursing, Washougal
**Bassoon**
Alena Eldridge, B.S. Oceanography, Arlington
James Soetedjo, General Studies, Kenmore
Dennis Toepker, General Studies, Bellevue

**Clarinet**
Madeline Bonner, B.A. Linguistics, Los Angeles, CA
Sanne Casello, B.S. Neurobiology, Tucson, AZ
Helen Dahl, Undecided major, Seattle
Morgan Doran, B.S. Communications, Puyallup
Hannah Jacobson, B.A. Early Childhood and Family Studies, Ridgefield
Brian Kim, General Studies, Lynnwood
Levi Moore, B.S. Civil and Environmental Engineering, Seattle
John Neumann, B.M. Music Education, Camas
Kyla Pritzl, B.S. Civil Engineering, Everett
Rayna Schlossberg, B.S. Computer Science, San Carlos, CA
Anthony Sharp, B.M. Library and Informational Sciences, Denver, CO

**Bass Clarinet**
Lauren Goetsch, B.S. Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, Puyallup
Michael Doyle, B.S. Electrical Engineering, Carmel, CA

**Alto Saxophone**
Frank Cui, B.A. Business Administration, Mill Creek
Brandon Deguzman, B.S. Neurobiology, La Cañada, CA
Dianna Islas, B.S. Biology, Prosser
Martin Macandog, B.A. Geography, Edmonds
Noah McDowell, B.S. Biology, Monroe

**Tenor Saxophone**
Caitlyn Rivera, B.A. Business Administration, Lacey
Malcolm Secright, B.S. Computer Engineering, Federal Way

**Trumpet**
Greg Bartholomew, Alumni, Seattle
Chaz Bracken, B.S. Business Administration, Auburn
Autumn Capper, B.S. Biology, Woodinville
Albert Dierckes, B.S. Mechanical Engineering, Portland, OR
Alison Guard, B.S. Biochemistry, Kenmore
Joseph Johnson, B.S. Business, Goldendale
Emilie Klier, B.A. Philosophy, Urbana, IL
Rigoberto Lozano Ortiz, B.S. Marketing, Yakima

**Horn**
Tyler Muromoto, B.S. Computer Science, Clyde Hill
Caty Barber, B.M. Music Education, Olympia
Wesley Garman, B.S. Business, Stanwood
Corey Grief, Software Engineer, Des Moines, IA
Katarina Kubiniec, B.S. Civil & Environmental Engineering, Vancouver
Kien Nguyen, B.S. Materials Science and Engineering, Seattle
Emma Tate, B.S. Plant Biology, Deer Park

**Trombone**
Jonah Cortez, B.S. Biochemistry, Tustin, CA
Matthew Martin, General Studies, Port Orchard
Logan Selley, B.S. Informatics, Spokane
Nicholas Sianghio, B.S. Engineering, Kent
Samir Yhann, B.S. Physics, Renton
Rebecca Zhou, B.S. Civil and Environmental Engineering, Sammamish

**Euphonium**
Cameron Astor, General Studies, Seattle
Marissa Kahler, B.A. Economics, Graham

**Tuba**
Nick Clark, Software Developer, Orem, UT
Alejandro Gonzales, B.A. History, Colville
Kero Henein, B.A. Public Health, Bellevue

**Percussion**
Emma Canto, General Studies, Colville
Dana Fong, B.S. Informatics, Fremont, CA
Zachary Jablonski, B.A. Journalism, Port Orchard
Jacob B. McGary, B.S. Mechanical Engineering, Seattle
Dean Miller, General Studies, Camas
Connor Sauby, B.S. Construction Management, Port Orchard
Mike Stone, Post-Bach Music Education, Seattle

**Piano**
Linh Dang Tran, B.S. Chemistry and B.A. Psychology, Olympia
UPCOMING EVENTS:

BA  - Brechemin Auditorium
JPH - Jones Playhouse
MT  - Meany Theater
MS  - Meany Studio Theater
WA  - Walker Ames Room, Kane Hall

Mar
1  Modern Ensemble. 7:30 PM, MT.
2  Chamber Singers and University Chorale. 7:30 PM, MT.
4  Intersections Series, 4:30 PM. (4:00 PM lecture by Jane Brown)
5  Studio Jazz Ensemble & Modern Band. 7:30 PM, MT.
8  Brechemin Piano Series. 7:30 PM, BA.
     Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band. 7:30 PM, MT.
     Opera Workshop. 7:30 PM, MS.
9  UW Symphony. 7:30 PM, MT.
27 Guest Artist Lecture-Recital: Paul Roberts, piano. 7:30 PM, BA.
28 Faculty Recital: Melia Watras, viola, with Atar Arad, viola. 7:30 PM, MT.

Apr
2  Guest Artist Lecture-Recital: Paul Roberts, piano. 7:30 PM, BA.
3  Guest Artist Master Class: Paul Roberts, piano. 5:00 PM, BA.
12 Brechemin Piano Series. 7:30 PM, BA.
15 Littlefield Organ Series: Michael Unger. 3:00 PM, WA.
16 Faculty Recital: Craig Sheppard, piano & Sæunn Thorsteinsdóttir, cello. 7:30 PM, MT.
     Faculty Recital: Michael Partington, guitar. 7:30 PM, MT.
20 UW Chamber Orchestra. 7:30 PM, BA.
24 Guest Artist Recital: Zhenni Li, piano. 7:30 PM, BA.
25 Guest Artist Master Class: Zhenni Li, piano. 4:30 PM, BA.
26 Wind Ensemble & Symphonic Band. 7:30 PM, MT.
27 UW Symphony. 7:30 PM, MT.
     Faculty Recital: Carole Terry, organ. 7:30 PM, St. Alphonsus Parish.
28 Scholarship Chamber Group: Discovery Trio. 7:30 PM, BA.
29 Catch a Rising Star: Sophie Lee, piano. 4:30 PM, BA.

May
1  Music of Today: DXARTS. 7:30 PM, MT.
3  Ethno Visiting Artist: Ricardo Garcia, Spanish Flamenco Music. 7:30 PM, BA.
4  Scholarship Chamber Group: Daisha. 7:30 PM, BA.
6  Intersection Series (4pm lecture with Ron Moore). 4:30 PM, BA.
10 Brechemin Piano Series. 7:30 PM, BA.
11 Music of Today: Harry Partch Festival. 7:30 PM, MS.
12 Music of Today: Harry Partch Festival. 7:30 PM, MS.
13 Music of Today: Harry Partch Festival. 7:30 PM, MS.
14 Voice Division Recital. 7:30 PM, BA.
16 Jazz Innovations, Part I. 7:30 PM, BA.
17 Jazz Innovations, Part II. 7:30 PM, BA.
18 Guitar Studio Recital. 7:30 PM, BA.
19 Barry Lieberman & Friends: String Orchestra of the Rockies. 7:30 PM, BA.
21 Gospel Choir. 7:30 PM, MT.